




(Time : 2 Hours)
Answer four questions below. Question I in section A is compulsory and choose threequestions from Section B. please be sure to write legibly.
Section A (Compulsory)
1. Describe the characteristics
Hunter.
for designing effective lesson plans by Madeline
(40 marks)
Section B (Choose 3 only)
2. choose any one model from below and define and describe the model.
(a) non-directive teaching model(b) cooperative learning model(c) direct instruction(d) mastery learning
(20 marks)







According to Hunter decisions in teaching encompass the following: a) content,
b) learner behavior, and c) teacher behavior decisions. Choose any two of these
decisions in teaching and explain.
(20 marks)
The developmental model permits teachers to assess and determine the general
range of developmental stages of students. With this in view, how would you
integrate EnglishJanguage teaching and values in your classroom?
(20 marks)
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